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Important person in the USA is not the choice
Important person

Vienna, 07.11.2012, 15:43 Time

USPA NEWS - Granted, without any influence of the U.S. President's the world and not in his own country. Of course not. but the
economic destiny of the United States - and thus the entire globe - is neither a Republican nor a Democratic President, but of a
fictional person dependent: the
U.S. consumers.

For the economy of the world's largest economy is a substantial part of the domestic demand determined. This poses strengths and
weaknesses. On the negative side is that the superpower can not work out by export of a crisis, such as in The past has shown us, for
example, Sweden. on Plus side, however, is that the de facto states on its can pull his own hair out of the malaise. Which is in
particular important when it due to global crisis, no strong Target markets are more a Herausexportieren from the crisis so increasingly
difficult and eventually impossible - in this phase currently enter Germany and Austria.

What the U.S. president in such an environment, but very well can do is to raise the mood, optimism incite. This is short notice about
the recovery or Maintenance of the job market - for example, by the own car industry in crisis support, so an even higher
Unemployment to avoid by all known side effects. the President Barack Obama has done - much to the dismay of Republican
challenger Mitt Romney, rather than the orderly bankruptcies ailing automotive companies the way out of the crisis would have
wanted. At least he says so because experience shows that Republicans and Democrats, they are only in the office, quite can operate
mirrored politics: Republicans go Deficits, Democrats keep people legally questionable Prison camp in operation.

In fact, the U.S. consumer has corrected in recent weeks, what he did in the boom years - and by his Credit card bills increased heed:
The Debt of households is therefore at its lowest Level since 2003. It also offers flexibility as a slowly erholender U.S. housing market.
The next U.S. president should therefore focus primarily on reducing, not too much in the Economic meddling, but to address the
problems in its range are: first of all the budget of public Hand.
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